Why choose a cloud solution?
Improve communication and performance of in-office employees, mobile workers and remote team members alike and sweep
away the burdens of purchasing and maintaining hardware.

Why choose Spamina?
The first European vendor to provide secure email and instant messaging. Build a wall against major infection vectors.
Protect critical corporate information and prevent governmental snooping. Spamina complies with the regulations of the
European Union ensuring our customer’s data remains confidential at all times.
Email retention and easy capture. Helps you maintain compliance with legal regulations.
Enhance operational effectiveness. Multilevel seamless deployment, provisioning and management console for end users, IT
administrators and resellers.
Business continuity. Protects your communications while preventing eventual disruptions such as mail sever outage: should
this happen, our webmail service will sort you out. Anytime, anywhere.
Google Apps & Office 365 integration. In conjunction with any of these mail services, our cloud email services take your
security to the next level.
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Parla - Secure Cloud Email

Parla 30Gb

Secure Instant
Messaging

ParlaMI’s sophisticated encryption system protects your
conversations from any network threat or data leakage while
ensuring that confidentiality is not compromised. Available for IOS
& Android and via Outlook plugin, and webmail. ParlaMI can be
purchased independently, or it comes included for free to any
Parla customer. The following security add-ons are also available:
ParlaMI IM FW (DLP & Antimalware) and ParlaMI IM Archiving.

Antispam
Antivirus
Antimalware
Antiphishing &
Business
Contuinity

Spamina classifies the inbound & outbound email traffic within
the categories spam/possible spam/bulk email, so that corporate
email gets efficiently delivered. Email queueing in the event of
server outage.

Archiving, legally
compliant
solution

Cloud Email Archiving prevents the manipulation of the email
content by rendering it immutable. The email gets automatically
indexed, stamped for integrity and archived. Storage capacity is
virtually unlimited.

ParlaMI – Enterprise Instant
Messaging

Cloud Email Firewall

Cloud Email Archiving

Encryption &
Data Leak
Prevention

Cloud Email Encryption & DLP
Enforce security
policies to mobile
devices
Mobile Device Management

The mailbox platform that meets your security needs. A corporate
cloud solution designed to provide enterprise-class email, instant
messaging, Outlook plugin, calendar and collaboration within a
safe environment anywhere from any device.

Cloud Email Encryption & DLP is a policy-based managed
encryption solution. This engine not only encrypts messages
based on pre-defined corporate policies, it re-directs and prevents
confidential information from being distributed over the Internet
to the wrong people.

Consumerization introduced smartphones, tablets and laptops
into corporate environments. Whether corporate- or employeeowned, these devices carry sensitive information and inevitably
get lost or stolen. MDM is a comprehensive tool for policy
enforcement, monitoring, and remote deletion of confidential
data.
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For iOS 7 and above, and Android 4.3 and above
ParlaMI Add-in
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